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Restriction enzyme digestion of dna lab report

Aims: Understand the function of restriction enzymes. Analysis of DNA fragment conduction by gel electrophoresis. Student Learning Results: Once the lab is finished, students will be able to read a plasmide map to determine the limit and size sites of the piece. Determine whether enzyme detection sequences are
pilindrom limits. Predict the size of DNA fragments formed after digestion restrictions. Comparison of gel electrophoresis bands to determine DNA size. Re-combining DNA technology is possible due to several useful tools for manipulating DNA molecules and converting cells - including plasmides, restriction enzymes and
DNA leagues. This laboratory introduces you to plasmides and restriction enzymes as well as gel electrophoresis laboratory techniques. Subsequent lab experiments will introduce you with other biotechnology tools. Restriction enzymes (also called restriction endonolases) are proteins made by many bacterial species to
defend against viral infections. Each restriction enzyme moves along a DNA molecule until it finds a specific detection sequence in DNA. The enzyme interrupts the two-stranded DNA, resulting in DNA fragments. More than 3,000 restriction enzymes that detect short sequences (4-8 bp) of pilindromic have been
discovered. Figure 1. The recognition sequence for Hind III enzyme figure 1 shows the detection sequence of hynd III restriction enzyme. Notice that the detection sequence is a pilindrome, and it reads the same going back and forth. The Hind III enzyme makes a staggering slice of DNA, producing patches that have
single-stranded regions called sticky ends. Figure 2 shows the detection sequence of two other restriction enzymes Sca 1 and Pst 1. The Pst 1 enzyme makes a staggering slice of DNA in its detection sequence. But my Sca restriction enzyme makes blunt slices in its detection sequence to produce DNA fragments
without a sticky ending. Figure 2: Limitation of enzyme detection sites. Bacterial cells have all their genes (genomes) in a single circular chromosome. But bacterial cells can also carry unnecessary DNA fragments called plasmides. Plasmide is a small circular DNA capable of replicating itself, and can carry multiple genes
from cell to cell. Scientists are able to design re-composition plasmides to carry specific genes to a target host cell. Fig. 3: pUC19 plasmide map. The genetic map of a pUC19 plasmide is shown in Figure 3. The total size of the plasmide is 2686 BP. Pst I recognized the site in position there 439, India III site recognition in
position 447, and Sca I recognized the site in 2179. If a restriction enzyme was used to cut pUC19 plasmide, what would have been produced? Determine what DNA fragments are produced when two restriction enzymes are used to discontinue pUC19 plasmide DNA. Table 1. Prediction of DNA fragments is derived from
digestion of cutting pUC19 plasmide limits with Sca I and Pst I Sca I and Hynd III Pst I and India III as a result of dna fragment size of polysacrid agar red algae . The agar powder is first dissolved in a boiling liquid, then cooled to form a solid gelatin matrix. Because microbes cannot digest agar, it is typically used in
laboratories to keep nutrients needed by bacteria. Material P-20 Micropy box Disposable Tube Tips Tube Microfoage Clean Tube Microfoj Pipe Rack Permanent Waste Container Markers Used for Guidance and Microfoage Tubes Microfoage Tubes Containing: pUC19 Plasmide DNA pPUS2 DNA Plasmide Pst 1 Sca
Enzyme Restriction 1 Enzyme Limit Buffer Deionized Water Equipment Microcentrifuge 37oC Water Bath (or Dry Bath or Incubator) Use sharpness to label up and sides 3 tubes clean microfoage B C and name your group I'm sorry, I'm Follow the regent table below and resent the appropriate amounts of regents to
labeled tubes. Use new tips for different regents. At the bottom of the tube, add the regents to the solution. Always check that the tip of your pipe is empty after dispensing the regent. style=border:1px solid black; Table 2. Volume of Reagents to add to each DNA Tube Pst 1 RE Sca 1 RE Water Buffer Limit 4 Microl
pPUS2 2 uL None 4 uL None B 4 μL pUC19 2 uL 2 uL 2 UL none C 4 μL pUC19 2 uL none 4 uL none D 4 μL pUC19 none none 6 ul pipe cap tightly place two tubes directly across from each other in microcentrifuge. Rotate for five seconds to bring all the reagents down each tube. Place the pipes in a floating rack for at
least an hour in a water bath of 37°C (but not more than two hours)) After the incubation period ends, you will analyze the contents by gel electrophoresis in part four. Agarosis is a complex carbohydrate found in seaweed. If the agarosis dissolves in a boiling liquid and then cools, the solution is converted into a solid gel
matrix. The agarosis solution is poured into the tray to form the desired gel shape. The gel comb has teeth that are used to form wells or holes to load samples. You will be ready and cast 1% agaros gel with electrophoresis buffer. Agaros Powder Material Boat Weight Spatula Mask Strip 100 Cylinders Graduated 250ml
L-Erlenum Ayr Flask Electrophoresis Gel Casting Tray Deionized Shoulder Gel or Water Humiliation 1x Electrophoresis Resistant Buffer Note against heat silicon moto or electronic toning or analytical microwave balance: If you have concentrated stock buffer electrophoresis, you should dilute the stock to 1x focus work
before preparing agarosis solutions or running gels Electrophoresis. For 20x shares, combine 25 mL 20x shares with 475 mL deionized water into 500 mL buffer 1x. For 50x stock, combine 10 mL 50x stock with 490 mL deionized water into 500 mL buffer 1x. Using the graduated cylinder, measure 100 mL of 1x
electrophoresis buffer. Pour some of the measured buffer into the Erlenmeier 250 ml flask. Pour in the measured agaros powder. Pour some of the measured buffer into the agarose weight boat, and pour Flasks. Repeat until all the agarosis is transferred to the flask. Pour the rest of the buffer into the flask. Cover the
flask crater with plastic wrap. Use the pipette tip to poke a small hole in the plastic wrap. Place the covered flask in the microwave and heat on it. When you see bubbles forming in the solution, pause the microwave, use oven thingts to slowly rotate the flask several times. Continue microwaving the flask until the liquid
starts to bubble again. Using a metto, hold the flask to light and rotate the solution. Look carefully to check that there is no spook or rotation of the agarosis suspended in the liquid. If the liquid is on, then the agarosis dissolves. Wait five minutes until the agarosis cools down. Note: The trainer will announce if you have a
casting stand system and don't need to strip any trays. Prepare acrylic gel electrophoresis trays for casting. You may need to strip the opening two ends of each tray. Be sure to press the bar tightly along the entire edge of the tray with your finger nails. If you use a mask bar, you can see a difference in tape transfer.
Figure 4. Casting tray with shoulder place bar in each tray before adding agaros solution. When the agarosis solution is so cold that you can safely touch the bottom of the flask (~60°C; about five minutes), pour the agarosis solution into each casting tray, covering the solution about 2 mm from each shoulder. Note: Each
mini gel requires a 12.5 mL agarosis solution, each casting tray has two gels = 25 mT total. When the gel is solid (which will take about 30 minutes), pull the shoulder out of each gel. Pull it straight without shaking it back and forth; This minimizes damage to the front wall of the well. While you are waiting to digest
restrictions to incubation, you can practice loading samples into a workout gel. Since aggarosis gels are very easy to pierce through, it is important to have good techniques for loading samples. Since the gel wells are small, they only push the micropipat to the first stop to destroy the sample. Refined DNA looks like
water, so a colored color is added to ensure you can see the loading sample to the well. Glycerol, a slimy liquid, is added to the loading paint to ensure that the DNA sample will sink to the bottom of the well. Figure 5. Pipetting a sample into well gel aggarosis material P-20 micropyt disposable tube box tips waste
container for tips used colored pipe/glyc roll agrose or polyurethane action gel aggraves powder weight boat Spatula mask tape method watch video or trainer demonstration. Place the workout gel underwater with water or buffer. Practice loading 5 microl and 10 microl colored paint into several wells of a workout gel.
Does not change the guidance for this action. To prove Pipette's hand, she placed her elbow on the table. You may also use your other hand to support and prove your pipette hand. Gel electrophoresis is a technique for using electrical current to separate a mixture of molecules As DNA, RNA, and protein. The
electrophoresis buffer contains ions for electrical current conductivity. Because DNA molecules are negatively charged, they will migrate towards the positive (red) electrode. The solid agaros gel matrix will have bemen of different sizes (similar to sponges), so the size, shape and load of molecules can affect the amount
of travel through agaros gel. Smaller molecules move faster than larger molecules. Figure 6. Electrophoresis causes molecules to be separated by size in porous gel DNA can be visualized by different colors. Scientists routinely use ethedium bromide (whether inside aggarous gel or as after staining after the gel is run).
As the bromide ethidium is mutated, we won't be using it in our class. Instead, we will use a green gel stain that is compatible with blue LED translumenators (e.g. MiniOne). The stain replaces red gel that works with uV transilumilators. Agaros powder material Boat Weight Spatula Mask Tape 100 Cylinders Graduated
250 mL Erlenam Ayr Flask Electrophoresis Gel Casting Tray Deionized Shoulder Gel or Water Deionized or Water Deionized 1x Electrophoresis Buffer Heat Resistant Silicon Mites or Electronic Or Analytical Balance Tongs Microwave Launch DNA Sample Find Your Tubes Of Digestion Limits (Part 1). Add 2 microl of
green loading color gel to each of the sample tubes. Pipe up and down twice until the liquid is mixed. Put the pipes in a balanced configuration in MicroCentrifuge and rotate for five seconds. Set up the electrophoresis system to watch the dedicated demo or film and follow the instructions to insert the gel tray into the
electrophoresis buffer tank. Fill the buffer tank with an electrophoresis buffer of 1X and make sure the whole gel is completely induced. You want about 1 mm liquid layer above the gel, but not the buffer too much as that can build up resistance. Check that the gel is directional with the sample wells closest to the negative
electrode (black). Check that the power wire can reach easily. Check that the gel box will not need to be transferred for 30 minutes. Draw and tag on your notebook how samples will be loaded in gels. Check if you're sharing the gel with another group. Carefully load DNA samples into gel wells using a new tip for each
sample. After loading all samples, they place the coating on the electrophoresis box. [Note: Green gel is particularly light sensitive, so do not leave one mini light during electrophoresis]. The power connection leads to the power supply. Connecting both leads to a channel, with negative cathode (-) to cathode (black to
black) and positive anode (+) to the anode (red to red). [Note: The mini-one system should have an orange hood in place to turn on]. Turn on the power supply and set the voltage to 130–135 volts [Note: Mini one systems do not have adjustable voltage]. After turning on the power on the gel boxes, follow the bubbles that
form on the negative electrode (to indicate the electrical current) and The colors are moving in the right direction. If running the wrong way, wait until the color is inside the agaros gel, then turn the 180o gel and restart the run.. Don't let the loading color run out of gel. Be sure to turn off the power switch and separate the
electrodes from the power supply. Do this by understanding the electrode in the plastic plug, not the rope. Carefully remove the coating from the gel box and remove the gel tray. Slide the gel on the plastic wrap above the suitable transilomillator. take a picture . Compare DNA ladder sizes with pUC19 pieces. Cutting
pPSU1 with Pst1 has 4100, 2000, 1000, 900, 800, 700, and 500 parts. Cutting pPSU2 with my Pst size 4100, 1500, 600, 500, 400, 300, 200, 100, 50. What are the sizes of pUC19 DNA fragments? Figure 7: What is the function of restriction enzymes after the questions of electrophoresis study in nature? What's a
palindrome? How does this relate to restriction enzymes? Why do molecular biology research labs always have microwaves? Why should you never eat in a molecular biology research laboratory? How do you put samples into an agaros gel? Gel?
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